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A ROS Gazebo plugin to simulate ARVA sensors

Jonathan Cacace1, Nicola Mimmo2 and Lorenzo Marconi2

Abstract—This paper addresses the problem to simulate
ARVA sensors using ROS and Gazebo. ARVA is a French
acronym which stands for Appareil de Recherche de Victims
en Avalanche and represents the forefront technology adopted
in Search & Rescue operations to localize victims of avalanches
buried under the snow. The aim of this paper is to de-
scribe the mathematical and theoretical background of the
transceiver, discussing its implementation and integration with
ROS allowing researchers to develop faster and smarter Search
&Rescue strategies based on ARVA receiver data. To assess
the effectiveness of the proposed sensor model, We present
a simulation scenario in which an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
equipped with the transceiver sensor performs a basic S&R
pattern using the output of ARVA system.

I. Introduction
In the future, Search & Rescue (S&R) missions will

benefit from the use of fast and smart mobile robots. Indeed,
the effectiveness of robots is twofold: from one hand, they
can support rescuers to improve the efficiency of search
operations and, on the other hand, they can even substitute
humans to decrease the risks associated to operations in
harsh environments. To this end, several ground [1] [2] [3]
and aerial [4] [5] robotic platforms characterized by different
capabilities and equipment have been developed to support
S&R operations in different scenarios. In this context, an
important challenge in S&R robotics is the one addressed
by the European projects SHERPA [6] and AIRBorne1 which
aim to provide a feasible and effective robotic solution to
support alpine S&R teams in rescuing avalanche victims.
Unfortunately, the peculiarities of this S&R domain make
practically impossible the usage of common technologies like
phones and ultra-wide band localization systems. For this
reason a special system, called ARVA2, is currently used
and it represents one of the forefront technologies nowadays
used in S&R operations in case avalanches [7].

The ARVA devices consist of two main elements: a
transmitter and a receiver, which are operated alternatively.
Excursionists and skiers who use the ARVA normally set it
in the transmitting mode so that, in the accidental case of
avalanche, the system is already in the right operative mode.
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On the other hand, rescuers operate their ARVA devices
in the receiving mode to be able to detect the transmitter’
signal. In the receiver mode, the ARVA devices provide
information about the electromagnetic field, emitted by the
transmitter, which is exploited to guide the rescuer toward
the victim. This information is usually made available to the
rescuers in terms of magnetic distance and magnetic direction
to the victim. The rescue team navigates the avalanche
site by looking for a valid ARVA signal, with a formation
and a strategy that depend on several aspects such as the
number of rescuers, the kind of avalanche and the number
of the missing people. When a valid ARVA signal has been
detected, rescuers start following the electromagnetic flux
lines emitted by the ARVA transmitter, and visualized on
the screen of the ARVA receivers.

Despite the huge amount of sensors supported by ROS
simulation tools [8], a method to simulate the ARVA
transceiver has not yet been developed. Then, the aim of this
work is twofold and consists in presenting the arva_sim,
a ROS package implementing the ARVA system, and in
interfacing it with the Gazebo simulator. This package can
be found at this link: https://github.com/jocacace/
arva_sim. Installing the arva_sim package, a new couple
of plugins will be available in the Gazebo simulations.
The main goal of the arva_sim package is to allow re-
searchers and developers to equip simulated robots with
ARVA devices, in order to test and benchmark efficient and
autonomous search strategies. Moreover, Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) are extensively employed in S&R operations
in several domains [9] [10] [11], with a particular focus
on the alpine scenarios, [12] [13] [14] demonstrate how
S&R operations can benefit from the use of autonomous
aerial robots to survey the environment and collect evidences
about the position of a missing person. For this reason, this
work also proposes a S&R test case in agreement with the
guidelines of the European project AIRBorne. In detail, a
simulated UAV equipped with the proposed ARVA sensor
is used to autonomously perform the standard human made
search operations.

The reminder of the work is organized as follows. In
Section II the theoretical background of the ARVA system is
presented, while in Section III the description of the software
architecture of the arva_sim package is presented. Finally,
Section IV proposes a case study to assess the effectiveness
of the ARVA simulator. We additionally included a brief
tutorial to download, install and run a first test case of the
ARVA simulator in the Appendix of this work.

https://www.airborne-project.eu/
https://www.airborne-project.eu/
https://www.airborne-project.eu/
https://github.com/jocacace/arva_sim
https://github.com/jocacace/arva_sim


Fig. 1: Reference frames definition
II. Background

A. Notation
Three reference systems are used to derive the mathe-

matical model. The inertial reference frame is indicated by
Fi(Oi, xi, yi, zi), the second reference frame is attached to the
ARVA transmitter and it is denoted by Ft (Ot, xt, yt, zt ), with
xt , yt and zt aligned with the three antennae constituting the
device. Finally, the third reference frame, Fr (Or, xr, yr, zr ),
centered at Or is attached to the receiver. The relative rotation
from Fr to Fi is indicated by the matrix iRr ∈ SO(3) whereas
the matrix iRt ∈ SO(3) rotates a vector described in Ft to Fi .
The SO(3) generator is the matrix S(·) which indicates a skew
symmetric matrix.

The positions of the transmitter and the receiver are
indicated by #pt and #pr with the superscript # ∈ {i,r, t}
indicating the reference frame of description.

Finally, a subset x ⊂ {x, y, z} of coordinates, with cardinal-
ity indicated by n = |x|, is defined. Then, the operator which
projects the vectors in R3 onto the subspace of coordinates
x is indicated by Lx : R3 7→ Rn.

B. The ARVA system
This paragraph goes through the main physical principles

of the sensor and its main features that are instrumental to
the development of the automatic search algorithm presented
in Section IV.

1) ARVA in the transmitter mode: The ARVA transmitter
generates an electromagnetic dipole, indicated by the vector
m (see Figure 1) and aligned with the xt axis of Ft , whose
associated vector field is indicated by h. Denoting by (x, y, z)
the components of the vector tpr expressed in Ft (i.e. tpr =
col(x, y, z)), it turns out that a mathematical model of the
magnetic vector field is given by (see [15])

th( tpr ) =
‖m‖

4π‖ tpr ‖5
A( tpr ) (1)

where

A( tpr ) :=


2x2− y2− z2

3xy
3xz


The flux lines described by (1) are depicted in Figure 2

(red lines). Finally, the nominal electromagnetic field ih0(·),
expressed in the inertial coordinate frame, is obtained by a
roto-translation of the field th(·) by the matrix iRt :

ih0 =
iRt

th
(
tRi(

ipr − ipt )
)
. (2)
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Fig. 2: Flux lines and iso-power lines for a theoretical
magnetic dipole.

2) ARVA in the receiver mode: The receiver is an electro-
magnetic sensor with three antennas aligned along the axes
xr , yr and zr . The magnetic field read by the receiver, r h,
is given by the projection of the inertial vector ih0 onto the
Fr frame:

r h := r Ri
ih0+Q r Ri

rw = r Ri
κ‖m‖

4π‖ tpr ‖5
iRt A( tpr )+Q r Ri

iw

(3)
where iw indicates the noise due to ElectroMagnetic Inter-
ference (EMI) expressed in the inertial frame whereas the
matrix Q = diag(q1, q2, q3), qi ∈ (0, 1] for i = 1, 2, 3, indicates
the noise sensitivity of the i-th antenna.

C. ElectroMagnetic Interference
A field test campaign was performed by measuring the

relative position of the receiver with respect to the transmitter
(by means of GPS receivers), their relative attitude (by means
of Inertial Measurement Units) and the ARVA data. The
outcome of this test campaign is that, if the distance between
the receiver and the transmitter is larger that approximately
60 meters, the ARVA outputs are identically equal to -1.
This result is reported in Figure 3. A reverse engineering
process allowed for the determination of the noise floor
which is described by the equations 4 and 5. The maximum
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Fig. 3: The distance d provided by commercial ARVAs: the
points represent the data d, determined in presence of the
environment noise, over the actual distance ‖tpr ‖.

environment induced EMI are estimated to be equivalent
to an ARVA signal emitted by a transmitter approximately



located 80 meters far from the receiver. Starting from these
data an equivalent noise intensity is determined by imposing:

max ‖r h‖ =max ‖Q r ‖‖ iw‖ =
κ‖m‖

2π‖ tpren ‖3
(4)

with ‖ tpren ‖ = 80. The norm ‖ iw‖ solving the equality
of Eq. (4), namely ‖ iwen‖, is obtained by the following
expression:

‖ iwen‖ =
κ‖m‖

2πmax ‖Q r ‖‖ tpren ‖3
. (5)

D. Commercial devices
The factor shape of the ARVA devices available from the

market, characterized by a parallelepiped shape specifically
studied to improve the transportability and werearability,
imposes that the three antennas are necessarily character-
ized by different ferromagnetic core geometries with, then,
different efficiency in reading the magnetic field intensity.
In particular, the antenna placed along xr has the biggest
ferromagnetic core and acts as primary antenna with the
best Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). It can be efficiently
used also far from the transmitter, where the magnetic field
intensity becomes small with respect to the environment
noises. The remaining two antennas, placed along yr and zr ,
have decreasing efficiency and act as secondary and thirdly
antennas. They can be exploited in processing the output
when the magnetic field is sufficiently strong, i.e when the
receiver is sufficiently close to the transmitter, according
to a strategy explained in the following. The commercial
ARVA receivers yield two outputs that are denoted by d and
δ, which respectively indicate the estimated distance to the
transmitter (namely a proxy of ‖ r pt ‖), and the orientation
of r h on the plane xr − yr . The sensor outputs, of course,
are strongly affected by the distance to the victim and by the
fact that not all the three components of the magnetic field
are measured with the same efficiency (due to the different
SNRs). In this respect, the ARVA receivers implement a logic
which exploits the measured signal r h to cluster the search
area in three zones, which are indicative of the distance to
the victim ("very far", "close", "very close"), and to compute
the outputs (d, δ) ∈ Z2 according to the actual zone. More
specifically:
• outer zone: characterized by a SNR under a minimum
threshold, indicative of a large distance to the victim
(typically ‖tpr ‖ > 60m according to the data-sheet of
the manufacturer). In this zone the signal r h is too weak
to yield a reliable information and the receiver output
is set to (d, δ) = (−1,−1);

• mid zone: if the projection of the measured signal
on the receiver xr − yr axes, namely Lr

xyh, is larger
than a certain threshold reliable data d and δ can be
computed. More specifically, the distance d is computed
by exploiting the relation (1) considering only the first
two components of r h as relevant signal:

d =

(
κeq

4π‖Lxy
r h‖

) 1
3

(6)

where κeq is constant suitably tuned by the manufac-
turers and Lxy represents the projector operator on the
xr − yr axes. The distance d provided in this phase,
being determined exploiting only the most sensitive
antennae (over the three available), is a function of
both the receiver and transmitter orientation, iRr and
iRt , and the actual relative distance, tpr , i.e. d =
d
(
iRr,

iRt,
tpr

)
. When in this operating mode the dis-

tance d ∈ [300, 5000] cm. On the other hand, the angle δ
is determined by implementing the following equation:

δ = tan−1
(

Ly
r h

Lx
r h

)
(7)

where Lx
r h and Ly

r h indicate the projection of r h
on the xr and yr respectively. Finally, the angle δ ∈
(−90,90) deg. It is worth nothing that, if the receiver
orientation iRr is such that Lxy

r h = 0, the output is
(d, δ) = (−1, −1);

• inner zone: in this zone the strength of the signal r h
is sufficiently high to allow the exploitation of all the
three antennas. In the last search phase, the receiver is
sufficiently close to the transmitter to exploit the third
antenna to estimate, besides the first two, the distance
to the victim. In this phase the distance d is not more a
function of receiver and transmitter relative orientation,
i.e. d = d

(
tpr

)
while the angle δ is not more provided

and set to zero. Finally, in the third search phase d ∈
[0,300) cm and δ = 0 deg where

d =
(

κeq

4π‖ r h‖

) 1
3

. (8)

Finally, the effect of the environment noise on the the data
d provided by the commercial ARVA devices is shown in
Figure 3. In detail, for distances ‖ tpr ‖ > 60 m, the strength of
the electromagnetic field h0 is comparable or below the noise
power so that the sensed field r h is practically representative
of the noise. Moreover, it is worth nothing that, since the
clusters are based on the projection Lxy

r h and thus of the
receiver orientation, the distance d could be equal to −1 even
if the distance ‖ tpr ‖ ≤ 60 m.

III. arva_sim Ros Package
The proposed Gazebo plugins replicate the behavior of

the ARVA transceiver depicted in Figure 2. For this reason,
two different plugins are deployed: the receiver and trans-
mitter. The working principle of such plugins is reported in

Fig. 4: The ARVA receiver detecting four different transmit-
ters at the same time.



Figure 5, in which an ARVA transmitter is placed in the
origin of the simulation scene while ROS visualization tool
(RViz) [16] is used to show the direction of the flux for
each position of the workspace. The software architecture
for this package is reported in Figure 6 and it is detailed
hereafter. Each ARVA Transmitter imported in the simulation
scene informs the ROS system about its current pose inside
the Gazebo world, while the Receiver collects all the ARVA
poses and calculates the magnetic flux direction for each of
them. The transmitter output consists on a ROS message
containing the direction to reach a given transmitter and
the distance from it. In order to setup the ARVA system,
it is necessary to attach the devices to physical objects and
spawn them in the simulation environment. The common
way to do this in the ROS framework is by using Universal
Robotic Description Format (URDF) [17] or xacro (XML
Macros)3 files, like already made in the example files in-
cluded in the urdf folder of the arva_sim package. The
main parameters characterizing the ARVA transmitters are
the <id> number, a non-negative number used to identify a
specific transmitter, the <frame_id>, the point of reference
for ARVA data and its initial position and orientation in
the simulation. These parameters must be specified in the
launch file used to spawn the transmitter in the Gazebo
world. After loaded The ARVA transmitter in a Gazebo
scene, it shares its pose using the tf ROS package [18],
commonly used to keep track of the relationship between
multiple coordinate frames over time. In this way, the trans-
mitter retrieves its pose in the Gazebo environment and up-
dates a dynamic transform between the specified frame_id
and the transmitter frame. As consequence, the /tf topic
is automatically published by the ROS transform toolbox
carrying out a message of type: tf2_msgs::TFMessage4.
This message is composed by a variable length array of
geometry_msgs::TransformStamped messages describ-
ing the pose of the transmitter and a reference to the emitting
device.

The ARVA system is completed with the receiver plugin.
This plugin is characterized by the following parameters.
The <channels> specifies the number of transmitters de-
tected by the receiver at same time, the <parent_frame>,
that is the point of reference for output ARVA data and
the <sensor_name> representing the device name. The

Fig. 5: Generated magnetic field displayed in RViz.

3http://wiki.ros.org/xacro
4http://docs.ros.org/jade/api/tf2_msgs/html/msg/

TFMessage.html

Fig. 6: arva_sim ROS package software architecture.

sensor_name parameter influences the name of the topic
where the output of the sensor is published. This is useful
when multiple ARVA receivers are spawn in the same
simulation scene.

As for the output of the ARVA system, two ROS topics
have been deployed to publish its output. First of all, the
/$sensor_name/signal topic contains a variable legnth set
of arva_sim::arva_data message. The size of this set is
equal to the number of channels of the receiver. As shown
in the architecture depicted in Figure 6, the receiver module
subscribes to the /tf topic and calculates the magnetic field
flux for all the transmitters spawned in the simulation scene.
Considering the ARVA model described in Section II, only
the closest transmitters to the given receiver are returned as
output. For this reason, the detected transmitter signals are
sorted with respect to their distance from the receiver and
only the first -$channels- signals are included in the output
topic. In the following, an output example of the ARVA
system is reported. In particular, an instance of a message
published on the /receiver1/signal topic after spawned
one transmitter and one receiver in the simulation scene.

1 header:
2 seq: 62
3 stamp:
4 secs: 95
5 nsecs: 404000000
6 frame_id: "world"
7 arva_signals:
8 −

9 id: 2
10 distance: 1046.0
11 direction:
12 x: 9.99855692498e−05
13 y: −6.97877478029e−10
14 z: 6.61148733343e−05

This message contains all the information needed to follow
the electromagnetic flux lines emitted by the transmitters.
In fact, the id field identifies the transmitter device. In
case of invalid (or non-existent) transmitter signal, it is
set to -1, while the distance field contains the distance
between the emitter and receiver in centimeters. Regard-
ing the framerate, the ARVA receiver provides a feedback
every second (1 Hz). Finally, by following the 3D vector
of the direction field, the receiver is able to reach the
transmitter. Moreover, an additional ROS topic has been
set to display the output of the receiver sensor. In partic-
ular, the /$sensor_name/visualization topic contains

http://docs.ros.org/jade/api/tf2_msgs/html/msg/TFMessage.html
http://docs.ros.org/jade/api/tf2_msgs/html/msg/TFMessage.html


a visualization_msgs::MarkerArray5 and allows the
visualization of ARVA data on RViz which are represented
as arrows. The content of this topic has already been show in
Figure 4 where the ARVA receiver was configured to detect
four different transmitters simultaneously.

IV. Case Study
This section presents an application for autonomous

robots, and in particular for quad–copters, exploiting the
ARVA system in S&R operations in avalanches. The design
of search strategies for improving the S&R operation in
avalanche scenarios is still an open topic and the comparison
of the obtained performance must be made by means of
reliable tools. So, the goal of this section is to provide
the implementation of a search approach, inspired by the
technique adopted by human rescuers to test the reliability
of the proposed ROS package arva_sim. Once that the first
valid ARVA signal is detected, the rescuers start following
the electromagnetic flux lines emitted by the ARVA trans-
mitter. Since the flux lines pass through the transmitter, the
rescuers use to move along them to reach the source of the
electromagnetic field. In this context, the angle δ is used
to navigate the electromagnetic field, whereas he distance d
is used to regulate the navigation speed. In particular, the
rescuers slowdown while getting closer to the transmitter
to make the identification of the transmitter location more
accurate.

This case study proposes an automatic control strategy
driving the quad-copter along the ARVA flux lines. We
assume that the robot is equipped with a low level control
system able to follow an inertial trajectory and actuated by
the inertial speed iVi ∈ R

3, described in the inertial frame Fi .
In addition, the robotic agent is also equipped with a sensor
providing the height above the soil. Given the terrain altitude,
namely s, described in the inertial frame Fi by the map
S : R2 7→ R>0, with s = S(Lxy

ipr ), the constraint dynamics
of the robotic agent is described by the system of Eq. (9):

i Ûpr =i Vi

r h = r Ri
iRt

th
(
tRi(

ipr − ipt )
)
+Q r Ri

iw

ys = Lz
ipr − S(Lxy

ipr )+ ν
Lz

ipr ≥ S(Lxy
ipr )

(9)

where, ys models a device belonging to the family of the
range sensors, which are typically corrupted by a white
noise, namely ν. The high level control system proposed in
this paper is composed by a height–hold controller to the
vertical position, and one steering controller to drive the
drone along the ARVA flux lines. Given the measurement
r h, this controller determines the first two components of
the speed iVi as:

iVxy = Lxyvmax
kc ‖r h‖−

1
3√

1+ (kc ‖r h‖−
1
3 )2

iRr

r h
‖r h‖ (10)

5http://wiki.ros.org/visualization_msgs

Fig. 7: Software architecture deployed for the testing of the
ARVA system.

where vmax > 0 and kc > 0. The term

vmax
kc ‖r h‖−

1
3√

1+ (kc ‖r h‖−
1
3 )2
∈ [0, vmax] indicates the speed

magnitude whereas the term iRr

r h
‖r h‖

determines the
orientation, in the inertial frame, of the speed vector. Given
the measurement ys and a constant reference height rs > 0
the controller for the management of the height provides
the vertical speed, iVz , given by the following relation
iVz = kz(rs − ys). The composition of the considered laws
of equations provides the overall control system, thus

represented by: iVi =

[
iVxy
iVz

]
.

This control system has been deployed to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the sensor model. The proposed test
case consists in a quad–copter equipped with an ARVA
receiver operating in a mountain covered in snow. To sim-
ulate the quad–copter, We rely on RotorS [19], a Micro
Aerial Vehicle (MAV) simulation framework providing UAV
models and controllers simulated in Gazebo. In particular,
the description model of the UAV provided with RotorS
has been modified to carry an ARVA receiver. Additional
information about how to install and start RotorS with
an ARVA based robot can be found at the wiki page
of arva_sim package: https://github.com/jocacace/
arva_sim/wiki/ARVA-Gazebo-ROS-plugins.

Regarding the ARVA system, in order to use receiver data
to control the motion of the robot, one or more transmitters
must be spawned in the Gazebo world. To do this, the
launch files located in the arva_sim package can be used.
The software architecture deployed to evaluate the system
is depicted in Figure 7 and it is discussed in the remaining
of this section. Gazebo provides the information needed to
initialize the sensors of the UAV, as its Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) and GPS while the mavros6 package retrieves
and shares UAV information using ROS network enabling
the control of the robot via services and topics.

The operation needed to initialize the UAV and per-
form the search pattern are managed by a python script
(arva_search.py, located in the script folder of the

6http://wiki.ros.org/mavros

http://wiki.ros.org/visualization_msgs
https://github.com/jocacace/arva_sim/wiki/ARVA-Gazebo-ROS-plugins
https://github.com/jocacace/arva_sim/wiki/ARVA-Gazebo-ROS-plugins
http://wiki.ros.org/mavros


Fig. 8: I test case. ARVA position: (20.0, 5.0, 0.0)

Fig. 9: II test case. ARVA position: (10.0, 0.0, 1.0)

arva_sim package). In this context, after terking off, the
UAV waits for a valid ARVA signal. When a valid signal
has been engaded, the controller makes the drone following
the direction of the electromagnetic flux line considering
the equations previously described. As for the maximum
velocity of the UAV, it has been set to 1 m/s. This velocity
is compatible with the one of the human rescuers. As for
the ARVA sensor evaluation, We considered four different
location of the workspace for the ARVA transmitters. For
each test case, only one transmitter per time is spawned in
the simulation. In each test, the initial position of the UAV
has been set to the origin, x = 0 and y = 0, whereas for the
altitude, the initial takeoff height of the quad–copter has been
randomly set up to 4 meters. Regarding the height reference,
rs , the presented results have been obtained by imposing a
fixed altitude of rs = 1 meter. In this way, the quad–copter is
able to safely navigate the environment without crashing on
the terrain.

During each test the 2D trajectory of the UAV and the
distance from the receiver sensor were saved. The proposed
test case demonstrates the working principle of the ARVA
plugins. The data monitored during the four scenarios are
reported in Figures 8-11. From such graphics it is possible
to see that the UAV is able to reach the transmitter following
the electromagnetic field flux lines. In particular, the shape
of the trajectories performed by the UAV recall the magnetic
field shape. Regarding the figures depicting the distance
from the ARVA transmitter, can be noticed that following
the electromagnetic field lines does not implies that the
transmitter is reached with the shortest path. Indeed, for
all the experiments the Euclidean distances show a limited
growth before decreasing to small values close to zero. This
is particularly evident in the fourth test (see 11).

V. Conclusions

This paper proposed a new ROS package called arva_sim
(https://github.com/jocacace/arva_sim) who aims
to provide the simulation, the configuration files and libraries
to emulate a complete ARVA system. The ARVA represents
the forefront technology adopted in S&R operations to lo-
calize victims of avalanches buried under the snow. This

Fig. 10: III test case. ARVA position: (20.0, −20.0, −1.0)

Fig. 11: IV test case. ARVA position: (−6.0, 5.0, 0.0)

system is composed by two modules: the transmitter and
receiver. The transmitter generates a magnetic field detected
by the receiver. The simulation package is based on ROS
Gazebo plugins. In this way, developers and researchers can
equip simulated robots with ARVA sensors and designing
faster and smarter S&R strategies. Finally, a use case in
which an autonomous navigation mission based on ARVA
data has been presented in order to validate the accuracy
and effectiveness of the package arva_sim.

APPENDIX

This appendix contains a brief tutorial to download, com-
pile and run an initial example to test the working principle
of the proposed system. We assume that a Linux Operating
system with an installation of ROS Kinetic or Melodic is
used. To download and install arva_sim move in your ROS
package workspace and execute the following commands:

$ git clone https://github.com/jocacace/arva_sim

Select the desired branch: arva_sim repository has two
main branches. The default branch supports Gazebo 9 (and
consequently ROS Melodic). To use arva_sim with ROS
Kinetic type the following commands:

$ roscd arva_sim
$ git checkout gazebo7-devel

Finally, compile the package:

$ cd ~/catkin_ws
$ catkin_make

After compiled the package, use the following command to
start the whole system. Note that some of the considered
commands could lock the terminal command. For this reason,
could be useful to use multiple terminals.

$ roslaunch gazebo_ros empty_world.launch
$ roslaunch arva_sim spawn_arva_transmitters.launch
$ roslaunch arva_sim spawn_receiver.launch

Other than load the ARVA receiver and four transmitters in
the Gazebo environment, the last command opens the RViz
program in order to show its output using a set of visual
markers as reported in Figure 4.

https://github.com/jocacace/arva_sim
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